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u003cbu003eDoes Seattle give a damn about his past reputation?u003c/bu003eu003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003eAfter
being caught in a backseat tryst with the mayor's son, twenty-one-year-old Shane Fontaine is exiled from his small
hometown. Now, alone in the city, he seeks solace in punk show mosh pits and bathhouse saunas.u003cbr
/u003eu003cbr /u003eBut the music scene and gay community in 1982 recession-era Seattle aren't always safe.
Rescued from a brutal beating, Shane forms a friendship with a Russian engineering student that launches a
confounding set of traumatic and ecstatic encounters.u003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003eShane's quest for human
connection sends him down dark, dangerous streets. To survive, he must become the man who chooses to persist, to
do the right thing and stand up for others.u003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003eThis close-up portrait of pre-AIDS Seattle
illuminates dark corners, where homeless kids cluster for safety near the revitalized Pike Place Market.
u003ciu003eBad Reputationu003c/iu003e contrasts the deeply personal need for friendship with the universal
dilemma: people aren't always what they seem.u003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003eThe Queen City Boys books are an
interrelated series of standalone stories with no particular reading order. Spanning four decades in Seattle, Queen City
Boys tells the explicit adventures of an eclectic group of gay friends as they find their way through the ends and
beginnings of their most important relationships.u003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003eThis book contains depictions of
violence, racism, drug use, and sexual exploitation.
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